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Abstract
Decompilation aims to recover the source code form of a
binary executable. It has many security applications such as
malware analysis, vulnerability detection and code harden-
ing. A prominent challenge in decompilation is to recover
variable names. We propose a novel technique that leverages
the strengths of generative models while suppressing poten-
tial hallucinations and overcoming the input token limitation.
We build a prototype, GENNM, from a pre-trained generative
model Code-Llama. We fine-tune GENNM on decompiled
functions, and leverage program analysis to validate the re-
sults produced by the generative model. GENNM includes
names from callers and callees while querying a function, pro-
viding rich contextual information within the model’s input
token limitation. Our results show that GENNM improves the
state-of-the-art from 48.1% to 57.9% in the most challeng-
ing setup where a query function is not seen in the training
dataset.

1 Introduction

Deployed software often has the form of binary executable.
Understanding these prevalent binaries is essential for various
security and safety aspects of software, including conducting
security assessments on contemporary devices such as home
automation systems [4, 21] and autopilot technology [57],
maintaining and hardening legacy software [12, 13, 38],
detecting vulnerabilities in commercial-off-the-shelf soft-
ware [34, 60], and analyzing malware that threatens our daily
lives [5,53,59]. A significant challenge, however, is presented
by the fact that most these binaries are shipped without source
code, making them extremely difficult to comprehend. To
bridge this gap, reverse engineering techniques have emerged
to recover source-code-level details. Over the past decade,
techniques like disassembly [2, 9, 39, 46, 62], function bound-
ary identification [3], type inference [33, 35, 45, 51, 52, 64],
recovery of high-level abstractions [50], code structure [8],
and data structures [50] have advanced significantly.

Despite these successes, a crucial step of reverse-
engineering pipelines, namely recovering symbol names, re-
mains inadequately addressed. For example, the state-of-the-
art name recovery technique, DIRTY [15], achieves only
31.2% accuracy. Symbol names, e.g., aes_shared_key in
an AES encryption function, offer intuitive insights into vari-
ables’ roles in the software, without requiring complex pro-
gram reasoning. Recovering these names entails an in-depth
understanding of both machine semantics, concerning data-
flow and control-flow, and descriptive semantics, reflecting
how the code is understood by human developers. This du-
ality poses a significant challenge for conventional analysis
methods [11, 61] that primarily focus on machine seman-
tics, resulting in the failure of recovering meaningful symbol
names.

To address this issue, data-driven methods, e.g., language
models, have been suggested. They utilize extensive program-
ming corpora to understand descriptive semantics. Previous ef-
forts, including DIRTY [15], SymLM [29], and VarBERT [44],
have reduced the name recovery challenge into a more man-
ageable classification task, leveraging language models’ pro-
ficiency in such tasks. These methods, taking as input decom-
piled code and a target variable, choose a likely name from a
pre-defined vocabulary. While this approach produces encour-
aging results for common variable names like fd and size, it
struggles with complex names or names not in the vocabulary.
For example, our evaluation shows that existing techniques
often mislabel rare variable names, e.g., aes_shared_key, as
<UNK> (a placeholder for unknown names), key, or ssh_key,
failing to provide sufficient context or conveying incorrect
implications.

Conversely, the recent success of large language models
in generative tasks [10, 14, 41, 43] opens new opportunities
for name recovery from binaries. Generative models, unlike
the classification models, can creatively produce variable
names from decompiled code without being confined to a
pre-determined vocabulary. This makes them an intuitive
choice for name recovery. However, their creative nature also
brings the challenge of model hallucinations, where models
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might generate nonsensical or subtly incorrect names. For ex-
ample, a generative model might suggest ase_private_key
for aes_shared_key, a plausible but fundamentally flawed
name given that AES encryption does not entail asymmetric
encryption or a private key. Suppressing these hallucinations
is thereby crucial, especially in sensitive security applications.
In addition, existing generative language models have an input
token limit (e.g., 4k tokens for Llama [54] while a nontrivial
decompiled function easily has over 1,000 tokens). As such,
we cannot afford providing comprehensive code contexts for
name generation.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique for name recov-
ery that capitalizes on the strengths of generative language
models while suppressing potential hallucinations and over-
coming the input token limitation. It does not directly gener-
ate names from binaries. Instead, given a binary, it first uses
IDA [26] to decompile the binary. The decompiled code is
in the C language with recovered code structures close to the
original source. However, it does not have meaningful variable
names in most cases. We aim to recover names that are ideally
semantically consistent with those in the original source. The
problem definition is the same as existing works [15, 32, 44].
To suppress hallucinations, we draw inspiration from two
well-established psychological principles, self-regulation [18]
and social conformity [17]. Self-regulation involves balanc-
ing imaginative and risk-averse thinking to ensure measured
decision-making. Conversely, social conformity pertains to
individuals aligning their opinions with group norms. We
observe that these principles are also effective in reducing
hallucinations in the decompilation context. Specifically, we
employ a dual-model approach for self-regulation, i.e., a gen-
erative model fosters creative ideas about rare variable names,
while a classification model offers cautious perspectives on
seen names by choosing a likely name from the vocabulary.
These models, sharing the same knowledge base and having
significant architectural similarities, are employed to predict
symbol names for the same decompiled code. A novel name
validation algorithm integrates their predictions to generate
the final output. To realize social conformity, we treat pre-
dictions from separate sources, e.g., functions, as individual
opinions, and integrate them systematically. In particular, the
language models first predict variable names for individual
functions. We then gather predictions from related functions
(e.g., those along a call chain) to establish group norms. This
collective information is fed back to the models (as inputs),
enhancing their ability to refine predictions through collective
insights. The process is iterative, allowing improvement of
prediction quality over time.

Specifically, our approach leverages a data preprocessing
pipeline to acquire a large corpus of programs sourced from
GitHub and collect their binary versions and ground-truth vari-
able names accordingly. Initially, we fine-tune Code-Llama,
a pre-trained language model, on code decompiled from the
binaries. Since decompiled programs are essentially C pro-

grams without meaningful symbols, their distribution is dif-
ferent from that learned by Code-Llama, which was trained
on sources written by human developers. We refer to the
fine-tuned model as the stem model. Due to the input to-
ken limit, fine-tuning can only be performed at the function
level. To further improve model performance by consider-
ing calling contexts, we augment data samples with calling
context information of functions, formatting them into two
sets, question-answer pairs for the generative fine-tuning, and
input-label pairs for the classification fine-tuning. We perform
the dual-format training upon the stem model, referred as
model differentiation, leads to the development of two distinct
but related models. During inference, these models initially
generate variable names for each function considering the
function’s calling contexts. These initial names are further
integrated using the iterative name validation algorithm to
suppress hallucinations and select the most consistent names.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel technique for name recovery from
binaries, leveraging the strengths of both generative lan-
guage models and program analysis. This technique is
grounded in the established psychological principles of
self-regulation and social conformity.

• We develop a specialized training pipeline that fosters the
development of two distinct yet interconnected language
models, a specialized generative model and a classifica-
tion model.

• To overcome the prominent challenge of hallucination
of language models in our context, we devise a unique
name validation algorithm to integrate predicted names
from various models. We design an iterative inference
pipeline that utilizes a program-analysis-based context
propagation algorithm to gather predicted names from
related variables, thereby significantly improving the
precision of subsequent name predictions.

• We develop a prototype GENNM (Unleashing the Power
of Generative Model in Recovering Variable Names
from Stripped Binary). We train and evaluate GENNM
on a dataset collected from popular GitHub reposito-
ries with 940k binary functions. We compare GENNM
with two state-of-the-art techniques, DIRTY and VAR-
BERT. It outperforms DIRTY by 23.8% and VARBERT
by 9.8% in the most challenging setup where a test func-
tion is not seen in the training dataset. It demonstrates
more than 20% improvement over DIRTY and 10% im-
provement over VARBERT on names that rarely appear
in the training dataset. Moreover, GENNM significantly
outperforms black box large language models (e.g., Chat-
GPT) by over 50%. We also study the effectiveness of
GENNM in two real-world security applications, i.e.,
malware analysis and binary summarization.
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2 Motivation and Overview

We use a motivating example to illustrate the limitations of the
state-of-the-art technique for renaming decompiled variables.
Then we demonstrate our method.

2.1 Motivating Example
Fig. 1a shows our motivating example, which is adapted
from the function import_key_from_file() in the project
mbedtls. The function loads the master key from a file and
conducts some post-processes. It takes as inputs the options
for loading the key (usage and alg), the name of the file that
stores the key (key_file_name), and the pointer to the mas-
ter key (master_key). Lines 4–7 declare the local variables,
lines 9–17 read in the data from the key file, lines 18–19
call the function import_key to import the key from the raw
data to the master_key structure, and line 20 conducts post-
processing.

In Fig. 1b, we show the decompiled code of our motivating
example. The green in-line comment shown aside a variable is
the source code variable name corresponding to the variable.
They are added for readability and not in the decompiled code
input to our tool. For most variables and functions, the corre-
sponding names in the decompiled code are not meaningful
(e.g., a1, and v8).

For library functions (e.g., fopen64, fread, and printf),
their names are obtained from the dynamic linking table.
These names remain available even in a stripped binary pro-
gram. The decompilation tool (IDA-Pro in our case) syn-
thesizes the names for some variables based on the library
functions. For example, the last parameter of library function
fread() has a known name stream. Therefore, IDA-Pro re-
names the variable passed as the last argument to fread()
as stream. Although these names provide useful information
for the decompiled code, they typically fail to reflect pro-
gram context. For example, the developer named the variable
key_file (instead of stream) indicating that the file stores
the key. The scope of our tool is to recover meaningful names
for both variables with placeholder names and variables whose
names are synthesized from library functions.

2.2 Limitations of State-of-the-Art
The state-of-the-art techniques [15, 44] leverage Transformer
models [55] to perform name recovery. A model takes as input
the decompiled function, and predicts a name for each vari-
able. The problem is typically formulated as a classification
task for the model. A set of variable names is first collected
from the training data, noted as the vocabulary. A model is
trained to pick a name from the vocabulary for each variable
in the decompiled function. Unfortunately, the performance
of the classification model may be sub-optimal because the
distribution of variable names are imbalanced and has a long-

tail. For example, Fig. 2 shows the distribution in our dataset
constructed from 2,796 GitHub repositories. Observe that the
most frequent name appears around 50k times, while 50% of
names only occur less than 3 times. It is challenging to train
a classification model for training data with a significantly
biased distribution [22, 24]. In addition, formulating the prob-
lem as a classification problem cannot generate names beyond
the vocabulary. In our motivating example, the ground truth
name for variable stream (at line 38 in Fig. 1b) is key_file,
which discloses critical semantic information. The name only
occurs 7 times in our training dataset. Thus, state-of-the-art
model mistakenly predicts the name of stream as <unk>,
which indicates a name that is not seen in the training dataset.

2.3 Our Method

We propose to formulate the variable name recovery problem
as a generation task instead of a classification task follow-
ing SOTA. The vocabulary of a generative model consists
of sub-tokens. When predicting the name for a variable, a
generative model outputs one or more sub-tokens and con-
catenates them to construct a variable name. Intuitively, the
generation process mimics how a human developer under-
stands variable names. For our example, she would naturally
break down the name key_file to two sub-words key and
file. Both these two sub-words appear more than 15k times
in the training dataset. Thus, our generative model correctly
generates the name key_file for the variable stream. In
addition, we utilize a language model that has been trained on
substantial natural language and code information such that
the model can potentially “invent” meaningful names unseen
in the training or fine-tuned datasets (examples are shown in
Section 5.5).

There are three major challenges of using a generative
model to rename variables in decompiled code.
Challenge1: Existing generative models are mostly trained
with natural language text and source code. They often fail to
effectively understand decompiled code.

Large language models (LLMs) (e.g., ChatGPT, and GPT-
4 [41,43]) are advanced generative models. They demonstrate
strong capabilities in understanding both natural language
text and source code. However, the distribution of decom-
piled code is dissimilar to either. For example, although the
decompiled code by IDA has the same syntax as C code, it
is like a direct translation of individual low-level instructions
instead of their abstraction. In particular, assume a source
statement is compiled to ten instructions. The instructions
are likely decompiled to many C statements reflecting low-
level operations, instead of one natural source code statement.
Such low-level C code is hence out of the training distribu-
tion of most LLMs. Our evaluation in Section 5.3 shows that
ChatGPT and GPT-4 under-performs our model by 50%.

For instance, we describe the task to GPT-4 and query
the variables in our motivating example. GPT-4 suggests
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status_t import_key_from_file(usage_t usage,
  algorithm_t alg, const char *key_file_name,
  key_id_t *master_key){ 
  attributes_t attributes = /*...*/;
  uint8_t key_data[40];
  size_t key_size;
  FILE *key_file = NULL;

  key_file = fopen(key_file_name, "rb");
  key_size = fread(key_data, 1, 
  sizeof(key_data), key_file);

  if (key_size == 0) {
    printf("Key file is empty.\n");
    // ...
  }
  // ...
  import_key(&attributes, key_data, 
     key_size, master_key);
  post_process_key(key_data, sizeof(key_data));
  // ...
}

int64 sub_401639(int a1 /* usage */, 
            int a2 /* alg */, 
    const char *a3 /* key_file_name */,
           int *a4 /* master_key */) {
  char ptr[48]; /* key_data */
  int64 v8[7]; /* attributes */
  size_t v9; /* key_size */
  FILE *stream; /* key_file */

  v8[0] = 0;
  // ...  
  v8[5] = 0;
  stream = fopen64(a3, "rb");
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  if (v9 == 0) {
    printf("Key file is empty.\n");
  }
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
  sub_411B94(ptr, 40);
  // ...
}
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(a) Source code (b) Decompiled code
Figure 1: Motivating example
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Figure 2: Distribution of name frequencies

fileStream for the variable stream. The suggested name is
closer to IDA’s output, not reflecting that the file stores the
‘key’. The root cause is that the decompiled code of the whole
function is out of distribution, and GPT could not understand
the code and fail to generate a more meaningful name. In
contrast, if we simply mask the variable name key_file in
the original source and ask GPT-4 to re-generate it, the model
can correctly predict the ground truth name, as the context of
masked variable is in distribution.

To address the challenge, we fine-tune an open-source large
language model Code-Llama-7b [48] with the variable renam-
ing task. Fig. 3a shows an example of the prompt (shown in
the blue box) and the expected response (shown in the green
box). The prompt describes the task, provides the model with
the decompiled code (shown in the grey box), and lists a se-
quence of variables to rename. The training loss is the loss for
Causal Language Modeling [47]. It is worth noting that we
calculate loss on both the prompt and the expected response. It
guides the model to learn the syntax of the decompiled code.
Challenge2: Analyzing functions individually cannot lever-
age information in both the caller and callee functions. We
want to provide the model with information in calling con-
texts.

We show in Fig. 4 a caller function and two callee func-
tions (in grey boxes) of our motivating example function. The
variable names generated by GENNM are shown in yellow,
green, and blue callout boxes. We can see that the names of

variables in the caller and callee functions provide meaningful
contexts for variables in the analyzed function. For example,
the variable a2 in the caller function at the top is predicted
to have the name key_file_name. It may help the model
realize the analyzed function is processing the file storing
a key. Specifically, with only the code of the analyzed func-
tion, a generative model predicts file_name (not shown in
the figure) for the variable a3 in sub_401639. We enrich the
query to the model with the variable names collected from
the caller and callee functions. The updated prompt is shown
in Fig. 3b with the added names highlighted in the orange
box. Provided names from the contexts, the model correctly
updates the prediction for a3 to key_file_name. An alter-
native design is to include caller and callee code bodies into
the query. However, we find it introduces substantially higher
cost due to the entailed large number of tokens. In addition,
it remains a research challenge training a language model to
understand extensively long context [30, 36].
Challenge3: A generative model tends to generate diversified
variable names and may have hallucinations. We need to
validate generated names and select the most informative
ones.

Generative models have inherent uncertainty as their out-
puts are by random sampling following the distributions of
their training. To increase the probability of finding the opti-
mal answer, it is a common practice that a user samples the
top-N responses from the model [23] . For example, in Fig. 4,
suppose that GENNM is predicting the name for the variable
ptr in the analyzed function. The top-3 candidate names
are shown in the yellow callout box. They are key_bytes,
key_data, and pointer. We can see that all the three names
have similar meanings, but the model predicts three differ-
ent names in three generation rounds. In addition, it is well
known that language models may have hallucinations [27,63],
producing misleading names. Therefore, an approach to vali-
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

(a) Prompt to query and fine-tune the gen-
erative model

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

(b) Prompt with names from calling con-
texts (highlighted in the orange box)

Candidate names

Semantics similarity

key_buffer
key_buffer
key_data
key_bytes
pointer

key_data key_bytes pointer

0.6              0.4            0.2
0.6              0.4            0.2
1.0              0.4            0.2
0.4              1.0            0.2
0.2              0.2            1.0

Relevant 
names

(c) Name validation algorithm

Figure 3: Key components of GENNM

key_bytes
key_data
pointer

status key_file_name

key_buffer_size
key

attributes key_buffer

key_buffer key_buffer_size

Names being analyzed
Top-3 candiates are shown

Names with data-deps

Other names from contexts

int64 sub_401639(int a1 /* usage */, 
            int a2 /* alg */, 
    const char *a3, /* key_file_name */ 
      int *a4 /* master_key */) {
  char ptr[48]; /* key_data */
  int64 v8[7]; /* attributes */
  size_t v9; /* key_size */

  
  

  stream = fopen64(a3, "rb");
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 0x28, stream);
  if (v9 == 0) {
    printf("Key file is empty.\n");
  }
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
  sub_411B94(ptr, 40);
  //...
}

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
..

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Caller: ...
v13 = sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, int64 a2, 
    size_t a3, int *a4)

int sub_411B94(int64 a1, size_t a2)

Data deps

Figure 4: Calling contexts of the function sub_401639, and
the names GENNM leverages to predict the name for ptr.

dating generating names and selecting the most appropriate
ones is critical.

We propose a name validation algorithm that selects the
best names from all the generated name candidates. Intuitively,
the algorithm leverages program analysis to identify variables
that are likely to have correlated names (e.g., through their
data-flow). The correlated names are further used to detect
inconsistencies (similar to type checking) and rank the candi-
date names. The most consistent name will be selected.

For example, we use the green callout boxes in Fig. 4 to
show names that have correlations with the variable ptr. Take
the parameter a2 in the callee function sub_414976 as an ex-
ample. At line 48, the variable ptr is passed as the second
argument corresponding to a2. Thus ptr and a2 should have

B ∈ Binary ::= {bid : id, funcs : list F ,cg:set F ×F }
F ∈ Function ::= {fid : id, body : str, ids : set id}
N ∈ NameMap ::= id→ id→ str
D ∈ Dataset, P ∈ Predictions ::= list ( B×N )

Figure 5: Definitions

similar meanings, and their names are likely to have correla-
tion. Similarly, ptr and a1 in sub_411B94 are also likely to
have correlation.

After collecting all correlated names with program analy-
sis, GENNM leverages majority voting to decide which name
candidate is better. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3c.
Each column indicates a candidate name, and each row in-
dicates a relevant name. The relevant names include both
the correlated names obtained by program analysis (the first
two key_buffers) and the candidate names (the other three
names). GENNM uses the generative model to obtain the se-
mantics embeddings of all names, and calculate the cosine
similarity between each relevant name and each candidate
name. In this case, we can see that key_data is most similar
to all the relevant names, and thus is selected by GENNM.

3 Problem Definition

To facilitate discussion, we formalize the problem as shown in
Fig. 5. We use id to refer to the placeholder names synthesized
by the decompiler, and use name to refer to meaningful names.
A binary program consists of an id, a list of binary functions,
and a call graph. The call graph is a set of edges from caller
functions to callee functions. A decompiled function consists
of an function id, the string of decompiled code, and a set of
identifiers used in the function. A name map is associated
with a binary program. It takes as input the id of a function,
the id of a variable in this function, and returns a meaningful
name for the variable. The (fine-tuning) dataset D and the tool
output P have the type of a list of pairs. Each pair consists of
a binary program and the corresponding name map. In D , the

5



name map contains the groundtruth names, whereas the tool
output contains the predicted names.

4 Method

We show the workflow of GENNM in Fig. 6. It consists of
three pipelines: the data preprocessing pipeline (Fig. 6a), the
training pipeline (Fig. 6b), and the inference pipeline (Fig. 6c).
Data Preprocessing. The data preprocessing pipeline takes
as input binary programs with debug information. It collects
groundtruth variable names from the input binary programs,
and associate them with data samples constructed by fully
stripping the binary programs. The resulting data samples are
partitioned to the training and test datasets.
Training. We show the training pipeline in Fig. 6b. It takes as
input a pre-trained language model Code-Llama, and outputs
a classification model and a generative model fine-tuned on
the variable renaming task. The training pipeline has three
steps. In the fine-tune step (marked as step 2), we use causal
language modeling (CLM) loss to let the model learn the
distribution (e.g., syntax) of decompiled functions, resulting
a stem model. At step 3, we augment the training dataset
with information from the calling contexts of functions. We
let the stem model predict names given individual functions,
and propagate the predictions following the call graphs of
the binary programs. The model differentiation step (step 4)
fine-tunes two models that can understand information from
calling contexts. The first model is a generative model trained
with the CLM loss. The second model is a classification model
trained with both the CLM loss and the classification (CLS)
loss.
Inference. The inference pipeline takes as input decompiled
functions without debug information. It outputs decompiled
code with placeholder names replaced by predicted names.
The process is iterative, as depicted in step 5. For each itera-
tion, GENNM uses the two models to make predictions. The
models’ output names are merged with the names obtained in
the previous rounds, resulting a candidate name set for each
variable. Then GENNM leverages a program-analysis-based
name validation algorithm to remove contradictions and select
the best name for each variable from the candidate set. The se-
lected names are propagated by the same context propagation
algorithm used at the data augmentation step (step 3). Then
the input to the model is updated with context information.

In the following sections, we detail each step in Fig. 6.

4.1 Data Preprocessing
Decompiling and Groundtruth Acquisition. Following ex-
isting work [15, 32], the data preprocessing pipeline (Fig. 6a)
takes as input binary programs with debug information. We
use IDA [26] to decompile them and separate the results to
individual decompiled functions with the groundtruth variable
names. Then we fully strip the input binaries (by removing

both the debug information containing names for local vari-
ables, and the symbol tables containing names for functions
and global variables). We then run the decompilation script
on the fully stripped binary programs again. Although the
two decompiled versions may have substantial differences,
each variable is associated with its memory location in both
versions. We therefore use the location to match variables
across the two versions and acquire the groundtruth names for
variables in the fully stripped versions. We partially reuse the
data preprocessing scripts published by DIRTY’s authors [15]
and add support to fully-stripped binary programs.

Dataset Construction. Our dataset construction is inspired by
DIRTY’s method. We use GHCC to compile C/C++ projects
on GitHub created in 2012-2022. Different from DIRTY, (1)
we additionally filter out projects with less than 20 stars for the
quality consideration. (2) We only include executable binary
programs in our dataset, precluding intermediate relocatable
binary files since the semantics of a relocatable file relies
on its symbol table [56], which may be stripped away. The
process yields 106k binary programs in total. We follow the
string-based deduplication criterion proposed by VARBERT
[44] to deduplicate the binary programs. The final dataset
includes 11.7k binary binary programs and 940k functions.
We split them to the training and the test datasets based on
binary programs in 9:1, ensuring that all functions within a
binary program are included in either the training set or the
test set.

4.2 Finetuning
The finetuning process aims to adapt the pre-trained model to
the distribution of decompiled code. Most code models are
pretrained on source code, which is written by human devel-
opers. However, decompiled code is very low level, and most
variables/functions do not have meaningful names, denoting
a distribution different from the pre-train dataset. Thus we
need to finetune the model to bridge the distribution gap.

We construct the training corpus as follows. For each bi-
nary function, the corresponding training sample consists of
a query and an expected response. The query has the same
format as the inputs to the model at the inference stage. It
consists of a prompt briefly describing the task, the body of a
decompiled function, and a list of variables to rename. The
expected response is a map from variable ids to predicted
names. Fig. 3a in the motivating example shows a concrete
example.

We formally define the constructed finetune dataset DCLM
as follows:

DCLM ::=
{
{query : (prompt, f .body, f .ids),

resp : n[ f .fid]}
∣∣(b,n) ∈D ∧ f ∈ b

}
,

(1)

where D denotes the binary training dataset, and b and n a
binary and its name map, respectively, as defined in Fig. 5.
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, char *a2) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  v8[0] = 0;
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}

int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

int64 sub_401639(int a1, char *a2) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  v8[0] = 0;
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}
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Please help user understand decompiled 
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const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}
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Code-Llama CLM

int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)
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You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
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  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
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Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
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You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
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You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
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  FILE *stream;
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)
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int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

Renamed
Decompiled Code

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
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  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}

int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

int64 sub_401639(int a1, char *a2) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  v8[0] = 0;
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}
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FILE *stream;
...
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Stem
Model
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)

Predictions

Context Propagation
You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]
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Model

Generative 
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CLM

CLM+CLS.

Test Dataset

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)
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int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

Renamed
Decompiled Code

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, char *a2) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  v8[0] = 0;
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}

int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

int64 sub_401639(int a1, char *a2) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  v8[0] = 0;
  v9 = fread(ptr, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);
}

a1:alg, a2:fname, ptr:key_data, ...
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Decompiled Code
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Stem
Model

Code-Llama CLM

int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)

Predictions

Context Propagation
You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
Names in callees: [attributes, …]

You are a helpful ... meaningful names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

Names in callers: [status, 
key_file_name,…]
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int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
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  FILE *stream;
  ...  
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You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2,...){
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  ...  
  sub_414976(v8, ptr, v9, a4);

Caller:
sub_401639(21,54,a2,&v12)

Callee:
int sub_414976(int64 a1, 
 int64 a2, size_t a3, int *a4)
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int64 import_key(int alg, char *fname) {
  char key_data[48];
  int64 attr[7];
  attr[0] = 0;
  len = fread(key_data, 1, 40, stream);
  sub_414976(attr, key_data, len, key);
}

Renamed
Decompiled Code

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 

const char *a3, int *a4) {
char ptr[48];
int64 v8[7];
FILE *stream;
...

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

Assistant: {a1:usage, a2:alg…}

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]

You are a helpful binary analysis expert.
Please help user understand decompiled 
code by giving variables meaningful 
names.
int64 sub_401639(int a1, int a2, 
 const char *a3, int *a4) {
  char ptr[48];
  int64 v8[7];
  FILE *stream;
  ...  

Q:[a1, a2, ….]
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Iterative Inference5
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Figure 6: Workflow

Hence n[ f .fid] denotes the list of groundtruth variable names
for function f .

In the training process, GENNM tokenizes
a data sample (noted as d) as follows: U =
[tokenize(d.query); tokenize(d.resp)], where [·; ·] denotes list
concatenation. Then the standard causal language modeling
(CLM) loss is leveraged to optimize the weights of the model.
Formally, the CLM loss is represented as follows:

LCLM(U) =
len(U)

∑
i=1

logP(ui|ut<i;Θ), (2)

where P(ui|ut<i;Θ) denotes the probability for the
groundtruth token ui output at the i-th position by a language
model parameterized by Θ, given the previous groundtruth
tokens ut<i. It is worth noting that our finetuning stage
calculates the CLM loss for both the query and the response.
That is because a query contains the body of a decompiled
function. Training on it can help the model understand the
distribution of decompiled code.

4.3 Data Augmentation

The fine-tuned model can be further improved. In particular,
the training corpus constructed by Equation 1 only contains a
decompiled function in each data sample. However, a single
function may not have enough information for the model
to predict high-quality names. For example, the model may
realize a function is initializing some data structures. But
it may hardly deduce whether the function is initializing an
image or creating a network package without names from its
calling contexts.

To further improve model performance, GENNM thus lever-
ages a context propagation algorithm to gather names follow-
ing the call graphs of binary programs. Besides propagating
context information at the inference stage, the algorithm is
also leveraged at the training stage to augment the training
data so that the fine-tuned model can be further improved
to leverage information from calling contexts. We formally
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define the calling context propagation rules as follows:

CallerCtx( f ) ::=
⋃{

n[clr.fid][vid]
∣∣(clr, f ) ∈ b.cg

∧ vid ∈ n[clr.fid]
} (3)

CalleeCtx( f ) ::=
⋃{

n[cle.fid][vid]
∣∣( f ,cle) ∈ b.cg

∧ vid ∈ n[cle.fid]
} (4)

Ctx( f ) ::=CallerCtx( f )∪CalleeCtx( f ) (5)

where b and n are the binary program that the function f
belongs to and the corresponding name map predicted by the
fine-tuned model (not the ground truth name map).

Given a data sample containing a decompiled function f ,
Equation 3 depicts the rule to propagate names from its caller.
Specifically, (clr, f ) ∈ b.cg describes the constraint that clr
is a caller of f ; vid denotes any identifiers whose names are
in clr’s predicted name map. Similarly, Equation 4 depicts
the rule to propagate names from the callee of f . Note that
GENNM uses the names predicted by the model, instead of the
groundtruth names, from the callers and callees. The rationale
is that names predicted by the fine-tuned model are closer to
those used in the inference stage where GENNM first predicts
names based on individual functions and then propagates
the predicted names to other functions. We show a concrete
example on how GENNM augments a training data sample in
AppendixA.1.

An alternative design is to include caller and callee code
bodies into the query. However, we find this incurs a substan-
tially higher cost due to the much larger number of tokens
entailed and is unnecessary because the set of variable names
in callers and callees provide sufficient contextual information
(see our results in Section 5.2).

4.4 Model Differentiation
During inference, the generative model is able to generate
more diversified names compared to a classification approach
because it iteratively selects sub-tokens to compose variable
names. On the other hand, the classification model makes
more stable predictions when a data sample is close to the
training distribution. That is because a classification model
always selects from a pool of variable names (i.e., the train-
ing vocabulary). The model differentiation stage of GENNM
aims to further fine-tune from the stem model (using the aug-
mented dataset) for a classification model and a generative
model, respectively. Therefore GENNM can benefit from the
advantage of both models.
Generative Model. The training for the generative model
simply follows the causal language modeling loss specified
in Equation 2.
Classification Model. The stem model has the architecture of
a Decoder-Only Transformer [10, 54] model. It consists of a
sequence of Transformer blocks that generate one embedding
for each output position. Then the embedding is forwarded

to a language modeling head that outputs the probabilistic
distribution in the token space. The embedding is referred to
as the hidden state of a position. We construct a classification
model based on the stem model by appending a classification
head to the hidden states. The classification head is essentially
a linear layer that takes as input the hidden state of a position,
and outputs the probability distribution in the space of class
labels (i.e., variable names).

We only calculate the classification loss for positions cor-
responding to the beginning of variables. Formally, we define
our loss as follows:

LCLS(U) =
len(U)

∑
i=1

is_var(i) logPC(li|ut<i;ΘC), (6)

where is_var(i) returns true if and only if i is corresponding
to the beginning token of a variable name in the expected
response. PC(li|ut<i;ΘC) denotes the classification probability
for the groundtruth class label li output by a classification
model parameterized by ΘC, given the previous groundtruth
tokens ut<i. Note that the parameters include those of the
Transformer blocks and the classification head. We choose
not to freeze the Transformer blocks’ parameters and allow
them to be updated for the classification task.

It is worth noting that the loss shown in Equation 6 only
provides guidance to the model at relatively few positions in
a training sample because the major part of a training sample
is the decompiled code of the query function. The guidance
may degrade the model’s decoding quality. To prevent such
degradation, we additionally leverage the CLM loss shown in
Equation 2 to train the classification model. That is, L(U) =
LCLS(U)+LCLM(U), where L(U) denotes the training loss.
Our ablation study in Section 5.6 shows that the model trained
with both LCLS(U) and LCLM(U) achieves better performance
than one trained with only LCLS(U).

In Fig. 7, we show an example about how the training
loss for the classification model is calculated. The trainable
weights are marked with an icon representing for optimization.
At the shown step, the Transformer blocks take as input all
the tokens before key. The hidden state for the latest position,
noted as hi, is corresponding to key. It is forwarded to the lan-
guage modeling head and the classification head, respectively.
The language modeling head outputs a probability distribution
in the token space while the classification head outputs a dis-
tribution in the variable name space. The CLM loss guides the
language modeling head to predict the token key with a high
probability, whereas the CLS loss guides the classification
head to predict the name key_size with a high probability.

4.5 Iterative Inference

At the inference stage, we iteratively run GENNM because
the input contexts to the models are updated based on the lat-
est predictions. In each iteration, the newly generated names
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int64 sub_40 ( ... ... v1 : key _ size

Language 
Modeling Head

Classification 
Head

h1 h2 ... hi

Transformer Blocks

key: 0.8

fi_: 0.1
...

CLM 
Loss

key_size: 0.8
file_ptr:0.05

...

CLS 
Loss

key

key_size

Resp.Query

Variable Name

Hidden States

Training
Loss

Figure 7: Example of how the training loss of the classifica-
tion model is calculated. It shows the step that the model is
generating the hidden state for the output token corresponding
to key. Since key is the beginning of the variable key_size,
we calculate both the CLM and the CLS loss at this step.

Algorithm 1: Name Validation
Input: B: a binary program
Input: N0: initial name map
Input: N̂: id→ id→ list str, a map of name candidates
Output: N: name map

1 update← True
2 Ncurrent ← N0
3 while update do
4 Nprev← Ncurrent

5 N̂′← correlated_names(B, Ncurrent )
6 Ncurrent ← semantics_vote(N̂, N̂′)
7 update← Nprev ̸= Ncurrent

8 return Ncurrent

along with the names generated in the previous rounds are
considered candidate names for the variable. To reduce the
hallucination of the models, GENNM leverages a program
analysis based method to aggregate the names predicted by
different models under individual contexts. The insight is that
names correlated through data flow ought to have a certain
level of consistency (in terms of their natural language se-
mantics), although they may not be identical. For example,
a variable named fout may be passed as an argument to a
parameter named stream, but is less likely to be assigned to
a variable named size.

The name validation process in GENNM first extracts cor-
related name candidates for a variable and then selects the
candidate with the maximum level of consistency. That is,
our goal is to achieve a minimal total semantics distance for
all correlated names. We formally define the name validation
process in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as input a binary
program, an initial name map from each variable to its ini-
tially selected names, and a map from each variable to a list

of its candidate names. It outputs an updated name map from
each variable to its (updated) name. At the beginning of the
name validation process, the initial name map is constructed
as a map from a variable to the top-1 predicted name of the
generative model. The name validation algorithm consists of
a loop. In each iteration, it collects additional names for each
variable by inheriting names from other variables that have
direct data flow with the variable (line 5 and details explained
later), selects the best name of a variable by semantics vot-
ing (line 6), which will be explained later in the section, and
updates the name map. The algorithm terminates when no
variable is updated or until a predefined budget is reached.

Correlated Name Collection by Data-Flow. If a variable is
directly copied to another variable, called a direct use of the
variable, their names should be semantically consistent, anal-
ogous to type consistency. In this step, we propagate names
across such direct uses to populate the candidate set and en-
able inconsistency suppression. Note that such propagation
is not performed for composite operations. For example, the
name of a right-hand-side variable involved in a binary opera-
tion may not be semantically consistent with the name of the
left-hand-side variable.

To facilitate discussion, we transform the decompiled code
of a function to a program in a simple language. The language
definition is shown in Fig. 8. While most of the definitions
are standard, we fold all expressions except the direct use of
an identifier to a place holder Other. That is because GENNM
only reasons about names between direct uses of identifiers.

We model the correlation extraction process as finding so-
lutions to program constraints. The key constraint rules are
shown in Fig. 9. The other rules are in Fig. 14 in the Ap-
pendix. The analysis takes as input a binary program and the
corresponding name map. Its outputs are a correlated vari-
able map π that maps from a variable (referred by a function
id and a variable id) to a list of correlated names. For each
variable, the auxiliary data structure σ maintains the origin
of each correlated name to prevent duplication. Note that if
an origin variable has many data-flow paths to another vari-
able, its name may get propagated multiple times and have
an in-appropriate weight in the later voting step. Specifically,
an element in σ is a triple, noted as ( f id,vid,name), where
f id and vid refers to the origin variable of a correlated name
name.

A rule A B
C is interpreted as follow: when A and B are satis-

fied, C is satisfied. The notation env⊢ Stmt : env′ is interpreted
as given an environment env, the environment env′ satisfies
the constraints introduced by Stmt. The two special rules Init
and Out are evaluated only once at the beginning and end-
ing of the analysis, respectively. Init initializes the correlated
name set of a variable to its initially selected name. The rule
Out converts the correlated name set to the correlated name
list for all variables.

The rule Assign depicts the constraint introduced by an
assignment statement from id1 to id0. The rule requires all
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⟨Func⟩ F ::= S ⟨Expr⟩ E ::= id | Other

⟨Stmt⟩ S ::= S1;S2 | E0 := E1 | id1 := id0(E , ...)
| return E | while(E){S} | if(E){S1}else{S2}

Figure 8: Syntax of simplified decompiled code

the correlated names of id1 to be in the correlated name set
of id0 as well. Here, we assume the name of (the destination
variable) id0 to be more general than the name of (the source
variable) id1. Therefore, the names correlated to id1 should
also have correlation with the name of id0. For example, as-
sume an assignment statement ptr=msg. The name ptr is
more general than the name msg. Thus a correlated name of
msg (e.g., buffer) is likely to be a correlated name of ptr as
well.

Moreover, as depicted by the rule Assign-R, we propagate
the selected name of id0 to id1 because the denotation of
id0 and id1 may be similar. However, we do not propagate
the correlated names of id0 to id1 because not all the names
correlated to id0 are necessarily correlated to id1, assuming
the name of id0 denotes a broader range of semantics than the
name of id1.

The intuition of rules Call and Ret are the same. A function
call would have implicit assignments between the arguments
and the parameters. And the function return would have an
implicit assignment between the return value and the vari-
able storing calling results in the caller function. The dual
rules Call-R and Ret-R are in Fig. 14 in the Appendix for
simplicity.
Semantics Voting. Semantics voting takes as input the candi-
date name map N̂ (produced by the model) and the correlated
name map N̂′. For each variable, it picks the candidate name
that is most similar to all correlated names and other candidate
names. It is hard to directly compare the semantics similarity
of two strings. Therefore, our algorithm encodes all correlated
names and all candidates names to their embeddings, and mea-
sures the similarity between two names by calculating the
cosine similarity. Formally, the semantics voting process for
a given variable is shown as follows:

Candi := N̂[ f id][vid]; Corr := N̂′[ f id][vid]

∀ f id vid,argmax
n∈Candi

∑
m∈[Corr;Candi]

⟨en,em⟩ (7)

where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes cosine similarity between two embed-
dings and [·; ·] denotes list concatenation.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setups
In-Train Functions. We discuss how we preprocess binary
programs and construct dataset splits in Section 4.1. It is

worth noting that although the training and test datasets do
not have overlapping binary programs, they may still have
overlapping functions due to the existence of library func-
tions or code clones. We follow the same criteria in existing
work [7, 15, 32, 44] to identify the test functions whose func-
tion bodies are seen in the training dataset (in-train for short).
To evaluate the performance of a model, existing work [15,32]
separately reports test performance on functions present in
the training dataset (in-train functions for short) and on func-
tions that are not seen in the training dataset (not-in-train
functions). The in-train functions are evaluated because they
simulate the use scenario that a given binary program may
use known libraries, whereas the performance on not-in-train
functions measures the generalizability of a model. We follow
the same criteria in existing work to identify the test func-
tions whose function bodies are seen in the training dataset.
However, because our binary programs are fully stripped, we
cannot simply use the strings of function bodies to decide
whether two functions are the same. Instead, we first rename
all the symbols (including variable names and function names)
with their groundtruth names, and then normalize all global
variables (e.g., qword_XXX and unk_YYY) to GLOBAL_ADDR.
After that, we compare the two transformed strings to decide
whether the two functions are the same. It is worth noting
that we compare decompiled code instead of source code to
align with the setups in existing work. Comparing the corre-
sponding source code strings of two functions will ignore the
differences introduced by marcos and conditional compila-
tions that is resolved during the compilation.
Training. In the evaluation section, we train all models with
the same data split. The hyper parameters used to train each
model are listed in Appendix B.1.
Metrics. We use both exact string match and semantics match
to measure the quality of generated variable names.
Exact Match. We use exact string match as a conservative met-
ric, following previous work on variable name recovery [15].
That is, two variable names are considered the same if and
only if they are exactly the same string.
Semantics Match. Exact string match may not fully reflect the
capacity of a tool. As discussed in SymLM [29], a previous
work focusing on recovering function names, even when two
variables have the same meaning, the names specified by
developers may vary due to many reasons, e.g., the usage of
abbreviations and the concatenation of names. We thus adapt
the same metrics used in SymLM to measure the quality of
generated names. Intuitively, given a groundtruth name n and
a predicted name n̂, the metric tokenizes both names into sets
of tokens, noted as W and Ŵ . Then it uses set comparison to
calculate precision and recall. Formally,

Precision(W,Ŵ ) =

∣∣∣∣{ŵ|ŵ ∈ Ŵ ∧∃w ∈W, ŵ≃ w}
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Ŵ ∣∣∣∣ (8)

Recall(W,Ŵ ) =

∣∣∣∣{ŵ|ŵ ∈ Ŵ ∧∃w ∈W, ŵ≃ w}
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣W ∣∣∣∣ (9)
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Input: B : B, Nin : N Output: π : id→ id→ list str
Auxiliary Data: σ : id→ id→ set (id× id× str) State Configuration: ⟨π,σ⟩
We use f to denote the function that the analyzed statement belongs to.

σ0[ f id][vid] = n ( f id,vid,n) ∈ Nin

⟨·, ·⟩ ⊢: ⟨·,σ0⟩
Init

π[ f id][vid] =
[
n|(·, ·,n) ∈ σ[ f id][vid]

]
( f id,vid) ∈ σ

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ Done : ⟨π,σ⟩
Out

σ
′ = σ

[
f . f id, id0⇝ σ[ f . f id][id0]∪σ[ f . f id][id1]

]
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ id0 := id1 : ⟨·,σ′⟩

Assign

n1 = Nin[ f . f id][id0]
σ
′ = σ

[
f . f id, id1⇝ σ[ f . f id][id1]∪{( f . f id, id0,n1)}

]
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ id0 := id1 : ⟨·,σ′⟩

Assign-R

f1 ∈ B.funcs id0 is the ith arg p0 is the ith param of f1
σ
′ = σ

[
f1. f id, p0⇝ σ[ f1. f id][p0]∪σ[ f . f id][id0]

]
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ f1. f id(..., id0, ...) : ⟨·,σ′⟩

Call

f1 ∈ B.funcs id1 := f . f id(...) ∈ f1.body
σ
′ = σ

[
f1. f id, id1⇝ σ[ f1. f id][id1]∪σ[ f . f id][id0]

]
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ return id0 : ⟨·,σ′⟩

Ret

Figure 9: Correlation Extraction Rules

Table 1: Comparison with baselines

Precision(%) Recall(%) Exact(%)

In-Train
DIRTY 71.2 71.1 69.8

VARBERT 83.3 83.2 81.5
GENNM 83.0 82.7 79.4

Not-In-Train
DIRTY 34.1 33.9 31.2

VARBERT 48.1 47.5 43.1
GENNM 57.9 57.2 49.0

In Equations 8 and 9, ≃ denotes whether two tokens have
similar semantics. SymLM [29] built a semantics word cluster
trained on CodeSearchNet [25] and derived rules to measure
the semantics similarity between two tokens. We reuse their
word cluster and adapt the rules to the problem of variable
renaming. Specifically, a token ŵ is considered semantically
equivalent to the groundtruth token w if either of the follow-
ing rules is satisfied: (1) the word cluster indicates w and ŵ
are synonyms (2) w starts with ŵ or ŵ starts with w, and both
tokens are longer than 2 characters. Note that we additionally
require both tokens have at least 2 tokens because developers
commonly use one single character to name variables. It in-
troduces undesirable coincidences without constraining name
lengths (e.g., s coincides with both string and signal). For
similar reasons, we do not include another rule in SymLM
that leverages edit distance to measure token similarity. For
the integrity of experiments, we also report the results of all
tools in Table 3 of the appendix with the original metrics used
in SymLM [29].

5.2 Comparison with Baseline

We compare GENNM to two state-of-the-art tools,
DIRTY [15] and VARBERT [44]. To make a fair compar-

ison, we train all baseline models on our dataset. Note that
VARBERT model requires pre-training on source code. Thus
we reuse the pre-trained VARBERT model released by their
authors. The results are shown in Table 1.
In-Train Functions. We can see that GENNM outperforms
DIRTY on all metrics. On the other hand, GENNM achieves
comparable performance with VARBERT in terms of pre-
cision and recall. It indicates that for the in-train functions,
GENNM has similar capability with VARBERT to predict vari-
able names that are semantically similar to the groundtruth
names. However, it slightly under-performs VARBERT by
2.1% in terms of exact match. That is because GENNM may
predict synonyms that are not exact matches to the original
name, although the meanings of predicted names are close to
the groundtruth.
Not-In-Train Functions.We can see that GENNM signif-
icantly outperforms DIRTY by 23.8%, 23.3%, and 17.8%
in terms of precision, recall, and exact match. It outperforms
VARBERT by 9.8%, 9.7%, and 5.9% in the three metrics. That
indicates GENNM has better generalizability on functions that
are not seen in the training dataset, which is a more challeng-
ing setup. In the comparison to both tools, the improvement
of GENNM is more significant in terms of precision and re-
call. That is because GENNM may predict names with similar
meanings to the groundtruth but are not exactly the same
name. For example, GENNM may predict message_size for
a variable with the groundtruth name msg_len.

To demonstrate how GENNM helps on the names that have
a low occurrence frequency in the training dataset, we group
the performance of all tools by the occurrence frequency
of a variable’s groundtruth name in the training dataset.
We only show statistics for variables from the not-in-train
functions since this is a more challenging setup and reflects
the generalizability of models. The results are shown in
Fig. 10. The x-axis denotes frequency of names, and the
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y-axis denotes the average precision of variables with at
most the corresponding frequency. GENNM consistently
outperforms DIRTY and VARBERT on variables with
different groundtruth name frequencies. While all models
perform better on names with higher frequencies, GENNM is
more robust on names with very low frequencies. Especially,
for names appears less than 10 times in the training dataset,
GENNM achieves an average precision of around 0.4, while
DIRTY and VARBERT achieves less than 0.1 and less
than 0.3, respectively. It emphasizes the benefit of using a
generative model in predicting rare names.

5.3 Comparison with Black Box LLMs

We compare GENNM to two popular black box large language
models, ChatGPT-3.5 and ChatGPT-4. GENNM outperforms
both LLMs by around 50%. We speculate that is because
those LLMs are mostly trained on source code and natural
language, and they may not effectively understand decompiled
code. Details are in Appendix B.2.

5.4 Time Efficiency

The major time consumption of GENNM is on generating
names with the generative and classification models. The me-
dian time cost for a function is 2.2 seconds for the generative
model (in fp-16 precision) and 0.2 seconds for the classifi-
cation model (in fp-16 precision). The name validation algo-
rithm takes 9 minutes to process the whole test dataset con-
sisting of 1170 binary programs. Details are in Appendix B.3.

5.5 Case Study

Unseen Names. In this section, we study the names gener-
ated by GENNM but are not seen in the training dataset. We
show three cases in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11a, GENNM predicts the
name fDiv for a variable used in floating point division. We
speculate GENNM generates the name based on the mathe-
matical operation in the program. DIRTY predicts unk since
the name is not in the training dataset. VARBERT generates
scale, which has a different meaning with the groundtruth
name. In Fig. 11b, GENNM predicts fpurged for v15. We
speculate that is because declaration of v15 at line 11 indi-
cates v15 is a file, and the string at line 13 indicates the file is
related to purged data. Both DIRTY and VARBERT predicts
unk for this variable. In Fig. 11c, GENNM predicts cmp_key
for the variable v42. We speculate that GENNM correlates
the string at line 26 with the if-condition at line 24, indicating
that the condition should be a comparison related to keys.
Furthermore, GENNM may also figure out that v42 at line 23
is defined by the same expression as the condition at line 24.
Thus it predicts the name cmp_key. Both DIRTY and VAR-
BERT predicts unk for this variable. It is worth noting that

predicting names not in the training dataset is a unique benefit
of GENNM compared to the baseline classification models.
Low Precision Names. We also study cases where GENNM
predicts names with low precision (in Appendix B.5).

5.6 Ablation study
We conduct comprehensive ablation studies to demonstrate
how each component in GENNM contributes to the final re-
sults. Details are in Appendix B.4.

6 Security Applications

Malware Reverse Engineering. We use a real-world mal-
ware sample [37] to illustrate how GENNM helps a security
analyst reverse engineer a malware sample. Fig. 12 shows a
code snippets from the studied real-world malware sample. It
connects to a command-and-control (C&C) server, parses the
command and dispatches the commands from the server. In
Fig. 12a we show the decompiled code generated by IDA [26].
In Fig. 12b we show the corresponding code with variables
renamed by GENNM. At lines 1–2, the malware receives com-
mands from the server. Lines 3–15 parse the commands, and
lines 17–24 dispatch and execute the commands.

We can see that the names predicted by GENNM makes the
code snippets easier to understand. For example, i defined
at line 3 is renamed to tok. It indicates that the variable
stores a token of the command. At line 14, the variable v57 is
renamed to i_len_1. It indicates that the variable stores the
length of a sub-component of the variable i (now renamed
to tok). Therefore, it is easier to understand that lines 4–14
split a command to two parts and store them in dest and tok,
respectively (line 15).

More importantly, GENNM renames j at line 17 and v73 at
line 18 to cmd_ptr and matched_cmd, respectively. It reflects
that lines 17–24 are dispatching and executing commands
from the server. This would reveal the suspicious intention of
this code snippet.
Binary Summarization. We further study how GENNM
helps the binary summarization task. We use GENNM to
recover names in a decompiled function. Then we feed the
function to ChatGPT and ask ChatGPT to summarize the de-
compiled function. The study shows that with the predicted
variable names, ChatGPT captures more accurate information
from the decompiled code. Details are in Appendix C.1.

7 Related Work

Recovering Symbol Names in Decompiled Code. There are
existing efforts on reconstructing variable names in stripped
binary programs [7, 15, 32, 44] leveraging the abstract syntax
tree (AST) of programs [32], type information [15] recov-
ered from decompiled code, and pre-training knowledge from
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double v10;
v10=1.0/(double)Base;
while(/*...*/){
 // ...
 v10=v10/(double)Base;
}

1
2
3

4
5
Groundtruth: FPDiv
GenNm: fDiv
DIRTY: unk VARTBERT: scale

(a) Case 1

FILE* v15;
char* pur_fn;
sprintf(pur_fn, 
 "%s", "purged.fa");
v15=fopen(pur_fn,"w");
// ...
fclose(v15);

11
12
13

14

15

Groundtruth: purged_fp
GenNm: fpurged
DIRTY: unk VARTBERT: unk

(b) Case 2

int v42;
for (i = 0; /*...*/){
v42 = in_dir - v35;

 if((in_dir-v35)<0){
  if(!i){
   error("All records 
   greater than key\n");
}}}

Groundtruth: keycompare
GenNm: cmp_key
DIRTY: unk VARTBERT: unk
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(c) Case 3

Figure 11: Names generated by GENNM but are not seen in the training dataset. Orange
boxes denote variables to rename. Green boxes denote variables with their groundtruth
names. Names in green boxes are not in the input to GENNM and are added for readability.

v48 = recv(fd, v76, 0x1000, 0);
 v76[v48] = 0;
 for (i = strtok(v76, "\n"); 
   i && *i; i = strtok(0, "\n")) {
  //...`v52`:the last non-empty char in `i`
  if (*i == ':') {
   v53 = i;
   // parse the first part of the command
   while (1) {
    v54 = v53 - i;
    if (v52 <= v53 - i) break;
    v55 = *v53; v56 = v53++;
    if (v55 == 32) goto LABEL_98;
   }
   v56 = v53;
LABEL_98:
   *v56 = 0; v57 = v54;
   // stores the first part to `dest` 
   strcpy(&dest, i + 1); strcpy(i, &i[v57 + 1]);
  }
 // find and execute the related command
 for (j = (const char **)&unk_60A500; 
      *j; j = v66 + 2) {
  v73 = j;
  v65 = strcasecmp(*j, &s2);
  v66 = v73;
  if (!v65) {
   ((void(*)(int64, char *, char *))v73[1])
                            (fd, &dest, i); 
}}}
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(a)Decompiled code (b)Decompiled code with renamed 
variables (highlighted in orange)

nbytes = recv(fd, buf, 0x1000, 0);
 buf[nbytes] = 0;
 for (tok = strtok(buf, "\n"); 
   tok && *tok; tok = strtok(0, "\n")) {
  //...`lastidx`:the last non-empty char in `tok`
  if (*tok == ':') {
   p1 = tok;
   // parse the first part of the command
   while (1) {
    i_len_0 = p1 - tok;
    if (lastidx <= p1 - tok)break;
    c = *p1; lastchar_0 = p1++;
    if (c == 32) goto LABEL_98;
  }
  lastchar_0 = p1;
LABEL_98:
  *lastchar_0 = 0; i_len_1 = i_len_0;
  // stores the first part to `dest`
  strcpy(&dest,tok+1);strcpy(tok,&tok[i_len_1 + 1]);
 }
 // find and execute the related command
 for (cmd_ptr = (const char **)&unk_60A500; 
        *cmd_ptr; cmd_ptr = cmd_tmp + 2) {
  matched_cmd = cmd_ptr;
  cmp = strcasecmp(*cmd_ptr, &cmd);
  cmd_tmp = matched_cmd;
  if (!cmp) {
    ((void(*)(int64, char *, char *))
          matched_cmd[1])(fd, &dest, tok); 
}}}
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The example shows a code snippet decompiled from 
a real-world malware sample.

It receives commands from a server, decodes the 
commands, and dispatches the commands to 
corresponding functions.

The command format is:
”:first_part opcode”

I let my tool to generate 10 names for each variable, 
and manually pick the best one. (For most variables, 
the picked name is within top 5.)

(a) Decompiled code output by IDA

v48 = recv(fd, v76, 0x1000, 0);
 v76[v48] = 0;
 for (i = strtok(v76, "\n"); 
   i && *i; i = strtok(0, "\n")) {
  //...`v52`:the last non-empty char in `i`
  if (*i == ':') {
   v53 = i;
   // parse the first part of the command
   while (1) {
    v54 = v53 - i;
    if (v52 <= v53 - i) break;
    v55 = *v53; v56 = v53++;
    if (v55 == 32) goto LABEL_98;
   }
   v56 = v53;
LABEL_98:
   *v56 = 0; v57 = v54;
   // stores the first part to `dest` 
   strcpy(&dest, i + 1); strcpy(i, &i[v57 + 1]);
  }
 // find and execute the related command
 for (j = (const char **)&unk_60A500; 
      *j; j = v66 + 2) {
  v73 = j;
  v65 = strcasecmp(*j, &s2);
  v66 = v73;
  if (!v65) {
   ((void(*)(int64, char *, char *))v73[1])
                            (fd, &dest, i); 
}}}
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(a)Decompiled code (b)Decompiled code with renamed 
variables (highlighted in orange)

nbytes = recv(fd, buf, 0x1000, 0);
 buf[nbytes] = 0;
 for (tok = strtok(buf, "\n"); 
   tok && *tok; tok = strtok(0, "\n")) {
  //...`lastidx`:the last non-empty char in `tok`
  if (*tok == ':') {
   p1 = tok;
   // parse the first part of the command
   while (1) {
    i_len_0 = p1 - tok;
    if (lastidx <= p1 - tok)break;
    c = *p1; lastchar_0 = p1++;
    if (c == 32) goto LABEL_98;
  }
  lastchar_0 = p1;
LABEL_98:
  *lastchar_0 = 0; i_len_1 = i_len_0;
  // stores the first part to `dest`
  strcpy(&dest,tok+1);strcpy(tok,&tok[i_len_1 + 1]);
 }
 // find and execute the related command
 for (cmd_ptr = (const char **)&unk_60A500; 
        *cmd_ptr; cmd_ptr = cmd_tmp + 2) {
  matched_cmd = cmd_ptr;
  cmp = strcasecmp(*cmd_ptr, &cmd);
  cmd_tmp = matched_cmd;
  if (!cmp) {
    ((void(*)(int64, char *, char *))
          matched_cmd[1])(fd, &dest, tok); 
}}}
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The example shows a code snippet decompiled from 
a real-world malware sample.

It receives commands from a server, decodes the 
commands, and dispatches the commands to 
corresponding functions.

The command format is:
”:first_part opcode”

I let my tool to generate 10 names for each variable, 
and manually pick the best one. (For most variables, 
the picked name is within top 5.)

(b) Renamed code (generated names highlighted in orange)

Figure 12: How GENNM helps security analyst understand a malware sample

source code [44]. State-of-the-art techniques [15, 44] formu-
late the problem as a classification task, whereas GENNM for-
mulates it as a generative task. It can predicts names that rarely
appear in the training dataset. There are recent work [58] lever-
aging ChatGPT [40] in this task. However, ChatGPT is ma-
jorly trained on source code and natural language corpus [10,
42, 43], and may not understand decompiled code effec-
tively [28]. Besides recovering variable names, another stream
of work focuses on recovering function names in decompiled
code [29, 31]. Their efforts are complementary with us.

Reverse Engineering. Existing efforts reverse engineer
binary programs to analyze malware [5, 53, 59], harden
programs [19] and facilitate fuzzing [16, 20, 49]. Their efforts
are complementary with us, and the results of GENNM can
benefit the reverse engineering tasks, as shown in Section 6.

Foundational Binary Program Analysis. GENNM leverages
existing foundational techniques to analyze binary programs,
such as disassembly [2, 9, 39, 46, 62], function boundary iden-
tification [3], type recovery [33,35,45,51,52,64], and decom-
pilation [8, 11, 61]. State-of-the-art techniques achieve good
performance in most cases [2, 8, 46].

8 Conclusion

We propose a novel technique that leverages the strengths of
generative models to recover meaningful variable names from
the decompiled code of fully stripped binary programs. We
employ a dual-model approach and use program analysis to
suppress hallucinations. Our prototype GENNM demonstrates
improvements on SOTA in challenging setups.
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Appendix

A Method

A.1 Example of How GENNM Augments a
Data Sample

Fig. 13 shows a concrete example on how GENNM aug-
ments a training data sample (Fig. 13a) with the information
from the calling contexts. Assume the analyzed function is
foo. We show two caller functions bar1() and bar2() in
Fig. 13c and 13d. We show a callee function gee() in Fig. 13e.
Fig. 13b shows the information gathered from the calling
contexts. For example, under the context of bar1, the model
predicts two names err_msg and err_location. Under the
context of bar2, the model predicts another two names fd
and buf. GENNM adds all the four names to the CallerCtx, as
depicted at the first two rows of Fig. 13b. Similarly, GENNM
adds the name fp predicted in the callee function gee() to
theCalleeCtx, as shown at the last row of Fig. 13b.

{a1:err_msg, a2:err_location}

{a1:fd, a2:buf}

{a1:fp}

CallerCtx: {err_msg, err_location,
 fd, buf }
CalleeCtx: {fp}

(c) Caller-bar1

(d) Caller-bar2

(e) Callee-gee

(a) Analyzed function

(b) Propagated contexts

int64 foo(int a1, char *a2) {
 gee(/*...*/);
}
...

int64 bar1(char *a1, char *a2){
 foo(0, a1);
}

int64 bar2(int a1, char *a2){
 foo(a1, a2);
}

int64 gee(FILE* a1) {
 fflush(a1);
}

Figure 13: How GENNM augments a training data sample
with names from calling contexts. Orange boxes denote names
predicted by the model and the propagated contexts.

B Evaluation

B.1 Hyper-Parameters

We train DIRTY and VARBERT with the hyper parameters
specified in their paper and the default values in the code
shared by their authors. For our model, the hyper-parameters
are listed in Table 2. In the evaluation, we tune both DIRTY
and VARBERT for 15 epochs. We tune our stem model for
4 epochs, and tune the classification model and generative
model for 3 epochs, respectively. In total, our models are
trained for 10 epochs.

Table 2: Hyper-parameters in GENNM

Model Parameter Value

Stem Model

batch size 128
learning rate scheduler linear
learning rate 5e-5
warmup steps 2000

CLS Model

batch size 128
learning rate scheduler cosine
learning rate 5e-5
warmup steps 1000

GEN Model

batch size 128
learning rate scheduler cosine
learning rate 5e-5
warmup steps 1000

Table 3: Performance of all techniques in terms of the original
metrics used by SymLM. We can see that the statistics for
all techniques are slightly higher than the metrics used in
Section 5.2, indicating that our metrics are more strict. On
the other hand, the relative relation between techniques are
preserved.

Precision-Ori(%) Recall-Ori(%)

In-Train
DIRTY 72.0 71.8

VARBERT 84.1 84.0
GENNM 84.0 83.6

Not-In-Train
DIRTY 36.0 35.4

VARBERT 51.5 50.7
GENNM 60.2 59.3

Table 4: Comparison with black box large language models.

Precision(%) Recall(%) Exact(%)

ChatGPT-3.5 (0-shot) 6.0 9.0 0.4
ChatGPT-3.5 (3-shot) 11.8 12.7 4.1

ChatGPT-4 (0-shot) 14.0 21.3 0.7
ChatGPT-4 (3-shot) 20.1 25.4 4.1

GENNM (Overall) 72.9 72.2 62.9
GENNM (In-Train) 75.0 75.2 70.8

GENNM (Not-In-Train) 72.7 71.9 62.0

B.2 Prompt input to ChatGPT

In this section, we compare GENNM to two popular black box
large language models, ChatGPT and GPT-4. Due to budget
limitation, we randomly sample 1k binary functions (with 6k
variable names) from our test dataset. For each model, we
start a query with a prompt describing the task and output
format, as follows:
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f1 ∈ B.funcs id0 is the ith arg p0 is the ith param of f1
n1 = Nin[ f1. f id][p0] σ

′ = σ
[

f . f id, id0⇝ {( f1. f id, p0,n1)}∪σ[ f . f id][id0]
]

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ f1. f id(..., id0, ...) : ⟨·,σ′⟩
Call-R

f1 ∈ B.funcs id1 := f . f id(...) ∈ f1.body
n1 = Nin[ f1. f id][id1] σ

′ = σ
[

f . f id, id0⇝ σ[ f . f id][id0]∪{( f1. f id, id1,n1)}
]

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ return id0 : ⟨·,σ′⟩
Ret-R

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ S1 : ⟨·,σ1⟩ ⟨·,σ1⟩ ⊢ S2 : ⟨·,σ2⟩
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ S1;S2 : ⟨·,σ2⟩

Step
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ S : ⟨·,σ⟩

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ while(E){S} : ⟨·,σ⟩
While

⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ S1 : ⟨·,σ1⟩ ⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ S2 : ⟨·,σ2⟩
(
( f id,vid) ∈ σ1∨ ( f id,vid) ∈ σ2

)
σ3[ f id][vid] = σ1[ f id][vid]∪σ2[ f id][vid]
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ if(E){S1}else{S2} : ⟨·,σ3⟩

If
⟨·,σ⟩ ⊢ Other Stmts : ⟨·,σ⟩

Default

Figure 14: Other Correlation Extraction Rules

Prompt: You are a helpful binary program expert.
You are helping the user to understand the binary
program below. You will suggest meaningful names
for the variables and functions the user asks about.
The asked identifiers are specified in the format of
Q:[var1,var2,...] You will suggest one name for each
asked identifier. You must output the suggested names in the
json format: {"var1": "suggested_name1", "var2":
"suggested_name2", ...}

We evaluate each model with both 0-shot and 3-shot set-
tings. In a 0-shot experiment, we simply follow the prompt
with a decompiled function to query. In a 3-shot experiment,
we gives each model 3 “examples” before each query. In each
query, we randomly sample 3 decompiled functions from the
training dataset. Then we input both the sampled decompiled
functions and the expected output of these functions. After
that, we send to the model the query function.

The results are shown in Table 4. We can see that al-
though few-shot learning improves the performance of both
black-box models, their performance significantly lower than
GENNM. We speculate that is because those models are
mostly trained on source code and natural language texts.
They rely on symbol information to reason about code snip-
pets. The decompiled functions, on the other hand, has lim-
ited symbol information. Thus they have sub-optimal perfor-
mance.

B.3 Time Efficiency

We run each model in both the float-32 precision and the
float-16 precision, and record the time cost. The median time
consumption for the generative model to process all vari-
ables in a function is 3.9 seconds (float-32) and 2.2 seconds
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Figure 15: Time efficiency of GENNM. Gen and Cls denotes
the generative and classification model, respectively. The num-
ber 32 denotes models with the float-32 precision and 16
denotes models with the float-16 precision. Orange lines indi-
cate the median number for each distribution.

(float-16). The median time for the classification model is 1.3
seconds (float-32) and 0.2 seconds (float-16). We show the de-
tailed distribution of time consumption in Fig. 15. The name
validation algorithm in GENNM takes 9 minutes to process
the whole test dataset consisting of 1170 binary programs.

B.4 Ablation Study

We change individual components in GENNM to see how
each component contributes to the final results. In this section,
we conduct all experiments with a randomly sampled test
subset consisting of 6.4k binary functions and 23k names.
Iterative Process. Fig. 16 shows that the performance of
GENNM improves over the iterations at the inference stage.
For each iteration, we calculate the performance of GENNM
after the name validation process. We can see that the im-
provement is most significant in the first two iterations. It
demonstrates that the iterative process converges quickly. Em-
pirically, we run GENNM for only 1 rounds in the other parts
of the evaluation.
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Name Validation. Fig. 17 shows that the name validation
process is more effective than a naive name combination
strategy. We develop a naive name combination strategy that
prioritizes the predictions from the classification model, and
only takes the prediction of the generative model when the
classification model predicts unk for a variable. We show the
performance of both algorithms in four iterations. The results
demonstrate that the name combination process consistently
outperforms a naive combination strategy.

Combining the Generative Model and the Classification
Model. Table 5 shows that GENNM achieves better perfor-
mance than only using the generative model or only using
the classification model in it. For both GENNM and the com-
pared models, we report the corresponding results obtained
at the fourth iteration. The results demonstrates that GENNM
benefits from the advantages of both models.

Data Augmentation. Fig. 18 shows that the data augmenta-
tion with model’s predictions are more effective than that with
the groundtruth names. In this experiment, we train another
model with the dataset augmented by the groundtruth names.
For both models. we show the statistics of all the variables
whose predictions have the different precision before and
after one round of context propagation. The x-axis denotes
the precision difference, and the y-axis denotes the number
of variables with the corresponding difference. We can see
that the model augmented by model’s predictions tends to
be more conservative when considering context information.
It appears to make fewer modifications to the previous pre-
dictions compared to the model augmented with groundtruth
names. This suggests that the model might learn to tolerate
some noisy information and preserve the previous predictions.
Moreover, we can see that it prevents more negative changes
to variables without significantly sacrificing positive changes.

CLM Loss on Queries. Fig. 19 shows that training a stem
model with CLM loss on both the queries and the expected
responses is more effective than only calculating CLM loss
on the expected responses. The two models shown in Fig. 19
are both fine-tuned from Code-Llama-7B [48] with the same
dataset and to the same steps. We can see that the model
trained with CLM loss on both the query and the responses
significantly outperforms the other one. That suggests the
CLM loss on the queries helps the model better understand
the distribution of decompiled code.

CLM Loss for the Classification Model. Fig. 20 shows that
calculating both the CLM loss and the classification loss (CLS
loss) is more effective when training the classification model.
The two models shown in Fig. 20 are trained with the same
dataset and to the same steps. We can see that the model
trained with both the CLM loss and the CLS loss has better
performance, illustrating that the additional CLM loss renders
the training of the classification model more effective.
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Figure 16: How performance improves over iterations.
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Figure 17: How name validation is better than a naive combi-
nation algorithm.

Table 5: How GENNM is better than using only a generative
model (GEN) or a classification model (CLS).

Precision Recall Exact

In-Train
GEN 82.2 82.1 78.2
CLS 78.1 77.8 75.3

GENNM 83.9 83.6 80.0

Not-In-Train
GEN 59.8 59.3 50.3
CLS 49.5 48.4 44.4

GENNM 62.0 61.3 52.5

B.5 Case Study: Names with Low Precision

We study two cases that GENNM achieves a precision of 0.
They are presented in Fig. 21. The code snippet in Fig. 21a ran-
domly initializes an array (lines 1–2) and iteratively writes the
array to a file fd (lines 3–6) with a chunk size of 1 Megabyte
(i.e., 0x1000000 bytes indicated at lines 4 and 5). GENNM
predicts total_mib for the variable a2 at line 3, while the
groundtruth name is megabytes. Although the metric indi-
cates a precision of 0 for the predicted name, we can see
that the predicted name has the same semantics with the
groundtruth name. We leave as future work to develop a met-
ric that can capture semantics similarity more accurately.

The code snippet in Fig. 21b decodes an ARM instruc-
tion [6] stored at address. An ARM instruction can have a
length of either 16 bits or 32 bits. At line 21, the code reads the
first 16 bits (in variable v13) from the address of this instruc-
tion. It determines the length of the instruction at lines 22–23.
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for (i = 0; i <= (int)0xFFFFFF; ++i)
 dword_4111A0[i] = random(); 
for (i = 0; i < a1; i += 16) { 
 // ...
 bytes = write(fd, dword_4111A0, 
            (size_t)0x1000000);
 base += 0x1000000;
}

Groundtruth: megabytes, GenNm: total_mib

1
2
3

4

5
6

(a) Case 1
v13 = target_read_u16(address & 0xFFFFFFFE);
v3 = v13 & 0xF800;
if (v3 != 0xF800 && ...){
 // ... decode 16-bit insturctions
}else{
 // read the next 2 bytes
 opcode = target_read_u16(address+2)|(v13 << 16);
 // ... decode 32-bit instructions
}

Groundtruth: op, GenNm: word

21
22
23

24

25

26

(b) Case 2

Figure 21: Two cases GENNM achieves a precision of 0.
Orange boxes denote variables to rename. Green boxes denote
variables with their groundtruth names. Names in green boxes
are not in the input to GENNM, and are added for readability.

If the instruction is 32-bit long, the code further reads the next
two bytes and combine them with the first 16 bits at line 25.
For the variable v13, GENNM predicts its name as word, in-
dicating a 16-bit long variable, whereas the groundtruth name
is op. We speculate that is because the model does not under-
stand the decoding details of an ARM instruction, and thus
does not realize v13 can be interpreted as an opcode as well.

C Application

C.1 Binary Summarization

Binary summarization helps a reverse engineer understand
a binary function by generating natural language summary
for the function. [1, 28]. Existing work show that the state-of-
the-art code models still have gaps understanding decompiled
code due to the lack of symbols [28]. We show an example in
Fig. 22 to illustrate how names generated by GENNM bene-
fit the binary summarization downstream task. We show the
source code, the decompiled code, and the renamed code in
Fig. 22a, 22b, and 22c, respectively. The code snippet initial-
izes a BMP image structure. It calculates the absolute values
of the width and height (lines 2–3 in Fig. 22a), calculates the
row size of the image (line 4), allocates a chunk of memory
for the image (line 5), and returns a value indicating whether
the initialization succeeds (line 6).

We input the three versions to ChatGPT and show part of
its response below. We use numbers to label the sentences and
use red texts to emphasize extra information obtained from
the renamed code (compared to the decompiled code). The
full response from ChatGPT are shown as follows:
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int bmp_create(BMP *pb,int w,int h){
 pb->width = abs(w);
 pb->height = abs(h);
 pb->stride = ALIGN(pb->width*3,4);
 pb->pdata = malloc((size_t)pb->stride * h);
 return pb->pdata ? 0 : -1;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(a)Source code

(b)Decompiled code

(c)Decompiled code with renamed 
variables (highlighted in orange)

int64 img_init(int64 img, int w, int h) {
 int64 result;
 *(int *)img = abs32(w);
 *(int *)(img + 4) = abs32(h);
 *(int *)(img + 8) = 4 * 
      (3 * (*(int *)img + 1) / 4);
 *(int64 *)(img + 16) = 
      malloc(*(int *)(img + 8) * (int64)h);
 if (*(int64 *)(img + 16)) result = 0;
 else result = -1;
 return result;
}

31
32
33
34
35

36

37
38
39
40

The example shows a code snippet initializing an 
image structure. I show the summarization of 
ChatGPT for these three snippets on the right hand 
side.

I use numbers to high light the corresponding 
sentences in ChatGPT’s response. I underline the key 
semantics of the function.

We can see that for renamed code, ChatGPT’s 
summarization is similar to that to the source code.

However, for the decompiled code, ChatGPT only 
summarizes low-level operations, without capturing 
the high-level semantics.

For example, for sentences 3 of the decompiled code 
summary, ChatGPT did not realize this value denotes 
the size of the image row, and did not realize it must 
be a multiple of 4.

(a) Source code

int64 sub_401580(int64 a1,int a2,int a3){
 int64 result;
 *(int *)a1 = abs32(a2);
 *(int *)(a1 + 4) = abs32(a3);
 *(int *)(a1 + 8) = 4 * 
      (3 * (*(int *)a1 + 1) / 4);
 *(int64 *)(a1 + 16) = 
      malloc(*(int *)(a1 + 8) * (int64)a3);
 if (*(int64 *)(a1 + 16)) result = 0;
 else result = -1;
 return result;
}

(b)Decompiled code

(c)Decompiled code with renamed 
variables (highlighted in orange)

int64 img_init(int64 img, int w, int h) {
 int64 result;
 *(int *)img = abs32(w);
 *(int *)(img + 4) = abs32(h);
 *(int *)(img + 8) = 4 * 
      (3 * (*(int *)img + 1) / 4);
 *(int64 *)(img + 16) = 
      malloc(*(int *)(img + 8) * (int64)h);
 if (*(int64 *)(img + 16)) result = 0;
 else result = -1;
 return result;
}
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This function, bmp_create,       initializes a BMP structure with specified 
width w and height h.       It sets the width and height of the BMP structure to 
the absolute values of w and h,       calculates the stride (which is the aligned 
width considering a 4-byte boundary), and       allocates memory for the pixel 
data (pdata). The function       returns 0 if memory allocation is successful, 
and -1 otherwise.

1
2

3
4

5

This function, sub_401580,       takes three arguments and performs a series of 
operations on them.       It calculates the absolute values of a2 and a3 and 
stores them at specific memory locations relative to a1. It then calculates a 
value based on these absolute values and stores it at another location.
      Finally, the function attempts to allocate memory proportional to the 
calculated value and a3.       If the memory allocation is successful, the 
function returns 0; otherwise, it returns -1. This suggests the function is used 
for setting up a data structure with dynamically allocated memory.

1
2

3

4
5

This function, img_init,       initializes an image structure. It takes three 
parameters: a pointer to the image structure img, and two integers w and h for 
width and height.       The width and height are stored as absolute values in 
the image structure.       It then calculates and stores the row size, aligning it 
to a 4-byte boundary.       Memory is allocated for the image data, the size of 
which is based on the calculated row size and height.        The function returns 
0 if the memory allocation is successful, or -1 (indicating an error) if the 
allocation fails.

1

2
3

4
5

ChatGPT response for source code
(I will put them in text format in the paper, to save space)

ChatGPT response for decompiled code

ChatGPT response for renamed code

The example shows a code snippet initializing an 
image structure. I show the summarization of 
ChatGPT for these three snippets on the right hand 
side.

I use numbers to high light the corresponding 
sentences in ChatGPT’s response. I underline the key 
semantics of the function.

We can see that for renamed code, ChatGPT’s 
summarization is similar to that to the source code.

However, for the decompiled code, ChatGPT only 
summarizes low-level operations, without capturing 
the high-level semantics.

For example, for sentences 3 of the decompiled code 
summary, ChatGPT did not realize this value denotes 
the size of the image row, and did not realize it must 
be a multiple of 4.

(b) Decompiled code

(c)Decompiled code with renamed 
variables (highlighted in orange)

int64 sub_401580(int64 img, int w, int h) {
 int64 result;
 *(int *)img = abs32(w);
 *(int *)(img + 4) = abs32(h);
 *(int *)(img + 8) = 4 * 
      (3 * (*(int *)img + 1) / 4);
 *(int64 *)(img + 16) = 
      malloc(*(int *)(img + 8) * (int64)h);
 if (*(int64 *)(img + 16)) result = 0;
 else result = -1;
 return result;
}
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This function, bmp_create,       initializes a BMP structure with specified 
width w and height h.       It sets the width and height of the BMP structure to 
the absolute values of w and h,       calculates the stride (which is the aligned 
width considering a 4-byte boundary), and       allocates memory for the pixel 
data (pdata). The function       returns 0 if memory allocation is successful, 
and -1 otherwise.
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This function, sub_401580,       takes three arguments and performs a series of 
operations on them.       It calculates the absolute values of a2 and a3 and 
stores them at specific memory locations relative to a1. It then calculates a 
value based on these absolute values and stores it at another location.
      Finally, the function attempts to allocate memory proportional to the 
calculated value and a3.       If the memory allocation is successful, the 
function returns 0; otherwise, it returns -1. This suggests the function is used 
for setting up a data structure with dynamically allocated memory.
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This function, img_init,       initializes an image structure. It takes three 
parameters: a pointer to the image structure img, and two integers w and h for 
width and height.       The width and height are stored as absolute values in 
the image structure.       It then calculates and stores the row size, aligning it 
to a 4-byte boundary.       Memory is allocated for the image data, the size of 
which is based on the calculated row size and height.        The function returns 
0 if the memory allocation is successful, or -1 (indicating an error) if the 
allocation fails.

1
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ChatGPT response for source code
(I will put them in text format in the paper, to save space)

ChatGPT response for decompiled code

ChatGPT response for renamed code

The example shows a code snippet initializing an 
image structure. I show the summarization of 
ChatGPT for these three snippets on the right hand 
side.

I use numbers to high light the corresponding 
sentences in ChatGPT’s response. I underline the key 
semantics of the function.

We can see that for renamed code, ChatGPT’s 
summarization is similar to that to the source code.

However, for the decompiled code, ChatGPT only 
summarizes low-level operations, without capturing 
the high-level semantics.

For example, for sentences 3 of the decompiled code 
summary, ChatGPT did not realize this value denotes 
the size of the image row, and did not realize it must 
be a multiple of 4.

(c) Renamed code (generated names highlighted in orange)

Figure 22: Binary summarization

Source code: This function, bmp_create, 1 initializes a
BMP structure with specified width w and height h. 2 It
sets the width and height of the BMP structure to the ab-
solute values of w and h, 3 calculates the stride (which
is the aligned width considering a 4-byte boundary), and
4 allocates memory for the pixel data (pdata). The func-

tion 5 returns 0 if memory allocation is successful, and -1
otherwise.

Decompiled code: This function, sub_401580, 1 takes
three arguments and performs a series of operations on
them. 2 It calculates the absolute values of a2 and a3 and
stores them at specific memory locations relative to a1. 3
It then calculates a value based on these absolute values
and stores it at another location. 4 Finally, the function
attempts to allocate memory proportional to the calculated
value and a3. 5 If the memory allocation is successful, the
function returns 0; otherwise, it returns -1. This suggests
the function is used for setting up a data structure with
dynamically allocated memory.

Renamed code: This function, sub_401580, 1 initializes
an image structure. It takes three parameters: a pointer to
the image structure img, and two integers w and h for width
and height. 2 The width and height are stored as absolute
values in the image structure. 3 It then calculates and
stores the row size, aligning it to a 4-byte boundary. 4
Memory is allocated for the image data, the size of which
is based on the calculated row size and height. 5 The
function returns 0 if the memory allocation is successful, or
-1 (indicating an error) if the allocation fails.

We can see that the description for the renamed code is
closer to that of the source code. It is more relevant to the
context (e.g., in 1 “initializes an image structure” vs “setting
up a data structure”) and is more accurate at the details (e.g.,
in 3 , the description for the decompiled version misses the
“4-byte boundary alignment”).
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